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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a distributed and dynamic networking architecture for massively
multiplayer online games (MMOGs). The MMOG networks deal with the challenge of update message
exchange among a large number of players that are subject to both mobility (constant change of virtual
location) and churn (joining and leaving the physical network at will). Ideally, a player’s update messages
should be multicasted to the player’s area of effect, which is a neighborhood around the player. But, this
requires the system to have a centralized indexing service that keeps record of players residing in each
region, making the system less scalable as the number of players increases. The use of geometric routing
helps alleviate this requirement by exploiting location addressing and thus eliminating the need for IP-search
queries. However, geometric routing comeswith a number of convergence and performance issues that require
solutions for reducing hop-count and minimizing overall delay while providing guaranteed message delivery.
In this paper, we propose a geometric routing overlay for message exchange among a large number ofMMOG
players that not only provides reduced delay and guaranteed delivery, but also supports player mobility and
churn. In addition, we enhance our greedy routing method to more efficiently support long distance messages.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme using both theory and simulations.

INDEX TERMS MMOG, Delaunay triangulation, geometric routing, P2P networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Massively Multiuser Online Games (MMOG) are virtual
worlds where a large number of users distributed all over
the Internet can interact with each other in real-time. Such
environments are very popular with tens of millions of play-
ers [1] spending significant time and money interacting with
one another in games. Among many challenges, MMOGs
must deal with real-time exchange of update messages among
a large number of players in order to provide them with a
common sense of time, place, and game state. Thus MMOG
network design involves distribution of update messages in
order to meet strict end-to-end delay constraints, between
100 to 1000 msec [2] among a very large group of users, in
the millions. Real-time scalable support for such magnitude
of players hints at the usage of either fully distributed archi-
tectures where there is no central switching point and thus no
potential scalability bottleneck, or hybrid architectures where
a centralized system such as a cloud is further enhanced with
a distributed delivery mechanism such as P2P networking for

even higher scalability [3]. In either architecture, there will
be a distributed networking component, which entails solving
the following main problem.
In a distributed architecture, routing of the updatemessages

becomes challenging because MMOGs require each player
(a node in the network) to send updates to a specific area in
the game known as that node’s area of effect, in a real-time
manner such that players in that area of effect are aware of
the node’s latest state. The use of IP routing in this scenario is
inefficient as it would require a node to send frequent location
queries to discover who is located in its area of effect. On the
other hand, the use of geometric routing is oneway to alleviate
the need for such frequent location queries. Geometric routing
is a type of distributed routing where updates can be sent
to specific coordinates instead of specific IP addresses. This
allows an MMOG node to send update messages to a specific
coordinate in the virtual space (its area of effect) without the
need for querying the IP address of the nodes in that area
or having any global knowledge of the topology [4], [5],
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significantly reducing complexity and overhead. As such,
geometric routing is an attractive solution for MMOGs in
distributed or hybrid modes.

Among many geometric routing protocols, greedy routing
is the most commonly used due to its speed, simplicity, and
convergence rate. However, greedy routing has the short-
coming that message delivery cannot be guaranteed when
routing is performed over a generic overlay. Even though
several modifications have been proposed to fix this problem,
guaranteed convergence has been gained only at the price of
much longer convergence time and hence higher end-to-end
delay that is not desirable in MMOGs.

In this article, we present a solution to achieve guaran-
teed delivery in greedy routing without sacrificing latency.
We do so through careful design of the routing overlay and
by keeping the routing scheme simple and shifting most of
the complexity to the overlay itself. We also solve the chal-
lenge of player churn and mobility by proposing a distributed
and dynamically updating overlay system which removes the
need for a complex routing scheme that would slow down the
game.

FIGURE 1. Voronoi diagram (solid) and delaunay triangulation
(dashed).

We have previously proven [4] that greedy routing can
only provide guaranteed delivery over a routing substrate iff
that substrate satisfies the Delaunay Triangulation constraint
(DT, see Figure 1). DT is defined as follows: for a set P
of points in the plane Delaunay Triangulation, DT (P) is a
specific triangulation of the points such that no point in P is
inside the circumcircle of any triangle inDT (P). However the
generation of a Delaunay graph requires global knowledge of
the network topology and involves a high computational over-
head for large number of nodes, which is the case inMMOGs.
In this article, we also address this problem and design a
distributed Delaunay support graph for MMOGs such that it
satisfies two conditions: first, we require a totally distributed
solution where there is no central point of failure, and second,
as network dynamics constantly change, the overlay graph
should be repeatedly updated against any changes that affect
the Delaunay support constraints.

Perhaps the most important obstacle to achieve the above
is the lack of any reference point for all geometric operations.
Our proposed solution is to partition the overlay nodes into
two groups referred to as Red and Black groups. Each of
these groups forms a graph that can be updated using the

other graph as a reference. We will also show how the overall
topology will be constructed based on the two sub-graphs.
Furthermore, even though the Delaunay overlay helps

greedy routing to achieve its best performance, another
major shortcoming still persists: greedy geometric routing,
primarily introduced in the context of wireless routing, is not
intended to perform hierarchical routing due to the limited
transmission range in wireless networks. However, such lim-
itation does not exist in MMOGs. Therefore, failure to use
hierarchical routing may result in a large number of hops
in routing long-distance messages. We will later address this
concern by introducing distant routing.
The work in this article is the continuation of our work

in [6] and has the following contributions:

1) Proposing a new scheme for topology control and
maintenance in greedy supporting dynamic overlays for
MMOGswhere users frequently join, leave, and change
their locations in the virtual world.

2) Introducing a distributed state management scheme for
shared objects in the MMOG, which was unaddressed
in [6].

3) Enhancing the routing infrastructure in [6] by adding
a Distant Routing mechanism that reduces the number
of hops to route messages between nodes that are long
distances away from each other in the overlay.

4) Performing extensive new simulations where the
newly-introduced distant routing scheme is simulated,
analyzed, and shown to be highly effective with a large
number of nodes (12,000) over a 1000 × 1000 area.

Our proposed solution can be applied to both fully dis-
tributed and hybrid (cloud + P2P) architectures, though in
this paper we concentrate only on distributed networking.
It should be noted that parts of this paper’s sections III

to VI have some overlap with our previous paper [6]. The
reason is to make this paper self-contained and to free the
readers from the inconvenience of having to constantly refer
to [6] for mathematical and technical details. After discussing
the related work in Section II, Section III covers the general
problem model and required preliminaries to the proposed
solution. Section IV discusses the general architecture, while
Section V presents the overlay updating theory and further
details of the architecture. Section VI addresses consistency
issues, while Section VII describes the infrastructure for state
management. Section VIII covers the proposed distant rout-
ing architecture, while Section IX presents the simulation
results. Finally, the last section includes the summary and
conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK
Many distributed MMOG architectures have been pro-
posed in the past decade. At a high level, [7] categorizes
these architectures into 6 main groups: world partitioning,
DHT, multicast, fully connected, neighbor-list exchange,
and mutual notification approaches, while [8] divides
them into structured, unstructured, and hybrid, the latter
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itself divided into server+IP multicast, server+unstructured,
and server+structured. Our work in this paper focuses
on mutual notification according to [7], and structured
(fully-distributed MMOGs) or hybrid: server+structured
(cloud+P2P MMOGs) according to [8]. Mutual notifica-
tion architecture relies on the geometrical properties of its
underlying P2P overlay to maintain peer connectivity, while
structured architecture uses a deterministic protocol to form
a specific P2P graph structure that ensures any node can route
a message to any other node. In both of these architectures,
the peers are responsible to collaboratively build andmaintain
a graph structure and the connectivity among the players is
defined based on their locations in the virtual environment
and their areas of effect. But before describing how these
architectures are used to build our proposed system, let us
take a look at some of the existing related work in this
area.

SCORE is a multicast communication protocol for
Large-Scale Virtual Environments [9]. It supports multiple
multicast groups andmultiple agents to a handle large number
of concurrent participants. SCORE dynamically partitions the
virtual world into spatial areas and associates the areas with
multicast groups. For this purpose, it applies a planar point
process to determine the proper cell size. Thus it ensures that
traffic at the receiver side remains below a threshold with
a given probability. On the other hand, Tsai et al present a
routing protocol using virtual coordinates for wireless sensor
networks named ABVCap that establishes an equator and a
number of meridians, and assigns multiple virtual coordinates
to sensor nodes in a four-phase process [10]. ABVCap routing
guarantees packet delivery with no computation and stor-
age of global topological information. But to be operational,
nodes must be static in ABVCap. Thus it is inappropriate for
MMOG where nodes are dynamic and move in the virtual
space.

Probably the most straightforward approach to geographic
routing is greedy forwarding. This is beneficial especially
in densely populated average-case networks. Also in worst-
case networks, the cost imposed by greedy routing cannot
become arbitrarily high. However, greedy forwarding is not
guaranteed to always reach the destination, and so a number
of workarounds have been proposed to fix that. Face routing,
for example, offers guaranteed message delivery with a cost
of O(n), where n is the number of network nodes [11].
However, this is unsatisfactory as a simple flooding algorithm
will reach the destination with O(n) messages. Kuhn et al.
present GOAFR+ [12] for wireless ad hoc networks com-
bining the features of greedy forwarding and Face routing,
guaranteeing that the destination will be reached, but leading
to a far less efficient performance. Bose et al. propose another
algorithmwhich is competitive with the shortest path between
source and destination on Delaunay triangulations [13]. The
latter authors also demonstrate Delaunay Triangulation (DT)
as one of the structures that supports greedy routing; i.e.
greedy routing on DT guarantees message delivery. Due to
this property, many researchers have tried to come up with

a distributed DT construction algorithm, which we discuss
next.
Liebeherr et al. propose a protocol to build a distributed DT

substrate [14] by exploiting the locally equiangular property
of DT in the 2D space. The basic idea is that each node
has a pre-assigned logical coordinate in the plane and checks
whether the equiangular property holds among itself and its
neighbor nodes. Whenever a violation is detected, the node
flips triangles to maintain a correct DT. Flipping triangles is a
basic step that is used in a number of Delaunay Triangulation
algorithms, and works as follows: consider a triangle with
nodes at a, b, and c. Now suppose that the circumcircle of
the triangle abc contains a node p. Note that this should not
happen in a Delaunay Triangulation. To fix this issue, the
flipping step replaces triangles abc and bcpwith triangles abp
and apc.
As DT is restrictive in the context of dynamic virtual envi-

ronments, an alternative overlay structure, named Relaxed
Triangulation (RT), is proposed by Eliya et al. compromising
DT’s equiangular property constraint [15]. The same authors
also present a message routing protocol over their RT using
local knowledge of peers [16] by forming a connectivity
architecture and providing guaranteed message delivery over
the overlay structure. While the results are generally good,
experiments show higher latency in some particular cases.
Steiner et al. suggest another distributed approach to con-

struct a distributed DT in the 3D space [17]. Upon joining of a
new node, the tetrahedron that contains the joining node will
be split in two. The new tetrahedra will then be checked and
flipped if they include any nodes in their circum-spheres.
Lee et al. prove that a distributed DT algorithm is

functional if and only if it meets a specific requirement [18].
They propose two join and leave algorithms and provide the
functionality proof for sequential joins and leaves using the
preceding criterion. But the proposed algorithm assumes that
only one node joins or leaves at a time while a maintenance
scheme has been used to handle concurrent joins and leaves,
as well as node failures. The same authors have suggested
a newer protocol for join, leave and maintenance in [19].
However, considering the fast and frequent motion of nodes
in an MMOG, these algorithms fail to maintain the structure
in the presence of multiple nodes’ motions or departures. It is
well-known that unless an algorithm provides a great degree
of redundancy (and acts quickly) in dealing with failures,
disconnections, and churn, it will not work well in open
distributed systems such as MMOGs [7].
Similar to the previous works, Hu et al. propose VON:

a set of procedures in the case of join, leave and move in
order to retain the distributed DT [20]. The join and leave
procedures are similar to [18], although VON handles the
motion with a separate procedure. VON introduces the new
concepts of boundary and enclosing neighbors. Upon the
movement of a node, position updates are sent to all of its
currently connected neighbors. Then, the boundary neighbors
will help themoving node to find new neighbors to connect to.
With the motion of one node, previous links to the boundary
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nodes would be checked and deleted if the boundary nodes are
outside of the moving node’s area of effect. In this procedure,
it is assumed that all of the other relevant nodes do not change
their locations and they have reliable links between them-
selves. However, as discussed before, the major difficulty of
handling dynamic structures inMMOGs is due to the frequent
and concurrent motion of nodes. As such, the assumption of
single node movement at a time is not realistic.

Our proposed approach is comparable to [18]–[20]. How-
ever, unlike these works, we do not need separate pro-
cedures for join, leave, and move procedures. Instead,
we propose a new idea where the architecture periodically
updates itself to take such changes into account.

It should also be mentioned that, in all of the above
approaches including ours, MMOG peers collaborate in the
message exchange process. Therefore, the problem of cheat-
ing and denial of collaboration cannot be avoided. While
this problem is beyond the scope of this paper, we refer the
readers to Baughman et al. who propose an asynchronous
synchronization (AS) protocol providing cheat-proof and
fair play-out of both centralized and distributed network
games [21]. The AS allows optimistic execution of events
without the possibility of conflicting states due to packet
loss or cheating, and without the need for the well-known
rollback technique. Nowadays avatars, equipment, and virtual
currency are traded for real money. So, there might be ill
motivation and criminal energy for cheating. Cheating is
always a danger for all MMORPGs. Sebastian presents a
cheat handling concept which states that never update the
state of a node based on the states of other nodes but each node
updates its state based on its own old state and the actions
of players [22]. It is also shown that event-based simulation
instead of the standard update loop solves both cheating and
time synchronization problems.

With the above information inmind, let us now describe the
details of our proposed system.We start this by explaining the
theory and problem model in the next section.

III. PROBLEM MODEL AND THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND
In this section, we present a detailed explanation of the prob-
lem and all the requirements and objectives. We will then
describe the foundation of our proposed dynamic architecture
as a solution to this problem in the next section. Before
mentioning the problem specification, we start by presenting
definitions that will later be used in the problem description.

A. DEFINITIONS
Voronoi Cell – Consider a set of points V , in the Euclidean
plane where each point in this set represents the position of
an avatar in the virtual environment. For each point vi ∈ V ,
Voronoi Cell of vi, VC(vi), is defined as the set of all points
in the plane that are closer to vi than any other point in V .
It should be noted that according to this definition, Voronoi
Cells of the members of V partition the Euclidean plane.

Delaunay Triangulation – Presuming a set of points V ,
Delaunay Triangulation of V is a graph G = (V ,E) with the
edge set E that satisfies the following property e= (vi, vj) ∈
E , iff VC(vi) and VC(vj) have a side (or at least a point) in
common. If VC (vi) and VC(vj) share a single point, the edge
e = (vi, vj) is called unusual edge. An example of Voronoi
Diagram andDelaunay Triangulation is presented in Figure 1.
Vertex Region – Let G = (V ,E) be a graph on a set

of points V . For each vi ∈ V , let N (vi) denote the set of
neighbors vi. We also define Vertex Region of vi in graph G,
VRG(vi), as the set of all points in the plane that are closer to vi
than to any other point in N (vi). Figure 2 illustrates VRG(vi)
with a red triangle, where the nodes in the red triangle are
closer to vi than to any of its neighbors.
Remark 1: Since for each vi ∈ V , we have N (vi) ⊂ V ,

thus, VC(vi) ⊆ VRG (vi).

FIGURE 2. Vertex region of vi, indicated by the red triangle.

AsVoronoi Diagram partitions the plane according to prox-
imity constraints (the closest node to each point is the node
that lies in its pertinent Voronoi Cell), there has recently
been a tendency towards the use of Voronoi Diagram (or
Delaunay Triangulation as its dual graph) as the base for
state management. Tumbde et al. have proposed a Voronoi
based partitioning approach to support state management in
MMOGswhere the nodes in eachVoronoi partition communi-
cate through the coordinator of that partition [23]. Therefore,
the graph of connections acts as a cluster of star graphs
where neighboring stars are connected via their center nodes.
However, the authors state that due to the complexity of
updating the Voronoi diagram due to node movements, an
efficient distributed solution is required.
Chien et al. present Delaunay State Management (DSM)

where Delaunay Triangulation is used to partition the virtual
world into regions and each region is managed by three
super peers [24]. These super peers are handled by servers
and therefore are not subject to high mobility. Hu et al.
propose Voronoi StateManagement (VSM) that partitions the
Virtual Environment by considering user nodes as points of
the Voronoi Diagram [25]. VSM uses the previously dis-
cussed VON as its overlay network. However, as discussed
already, VON does not support concurrent movement of
nodes.
As mentioned in [26], the main difficulty with these

schemes is that they are not dynamic enough to main-
tain a consistent topology in the presence of simultaneous
movement of nodes. As our first contribution, we solve this
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problem using our proposed Red-Black architecture. But first,
we need to define the theoretical aspects of the problem,
shown next.

B. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Asmentioned before in Section I, the use of geometric routing
alleviates the need for IP-queries and lets nodes directly
multicast the updates to their area of effect where the inter-
ested entities are located. Greedy routing, which is among
the simplest and most common online geometrical routing
algorithms, tries to bring a message closer to the destination
in each step using only local information. Thus, each node
forwards the message to the neighbor that is most suitable
from a local point of view. The most suitable neighbor can be
the one who minimizes the distance to the destination in each
step. Graph G = (V ,E) supports greedy routing iff greedy
routing on G delivers each and every packet to the closest
node in V to the packet’s destination. It should be noted
that if the destination of a packet exists in V , greedy routing
should deliver the packet to the exact destination. Therefore,
in order to assure guaranteed delivery of updates while using
greedy routing, the overlay topology should support greedy
routing. The challenge would then turn into the dynamic
construction of an overlay topology that supports greedy
routing. We shall therefore propose a dynamic topology con-
trol scheme that can handle high churn and node mobility
in MMOGs.

In the following sub-section, we will show the analytical
description of greedy routing support over a graph. We will
then present our approach for the generation of greedy
supporting graph in section IV.

C. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF THE PROPOSED
APPROACH
The proposed solution towards the support of a Delaunay
graph relies on the following two theorems:
Theorem 1: Graph G = (V ,E) on the node set V in the

Euclidean plane supports greedy routing iff for every node
vi ∈ V ,VRG (vi) = VC(vi).
Theorem 2: Graph G = (V ,E) over the set V in

the Euclidean plane supports greedy routing iff for all vi,
vj ∈ V ,VRG (vi)

⋂
VRG

(
vj
)
= ∅.

The proof of these theorems can be found in [4]. Theorem 2
provides an interesting insight to the gradual update of a
random graph towards a greedy supporting structure. Based
on theorem 2, we can modify any arbitrary graph to transform
it into a greedy supporting graph. In order to efficiently
(resulting in minimum number of connection) transform a
graph to a greedy supporting one, it suffices to connect each
pair of nodes whose VRGs have a nonempty intersection
and delete the redundant edges afterwards. In the following
sections, we will discuss this solution in detail.

IV. RED-BLACK ARCHITECTURE
Our proposed architecture is generic and composed of
a greedy supporting graph covering all MMOG nodes.

This overlay will be used for any kind of message
exchange, except for positional update and topology control
messages.
Wementioned that nodes are usually in movement and they

use location update messages for announcing their new loca-
tions to the other nodes. A general method for synchronizing
nodes is to send their location update messages periodically
with a specific rate. Therefore, every T seconds, nodes are
supposed to generate location update messages and send it
to their areas of effect. T could be anywhere from 10 to
280 msec, depending on the game genre [27]. The challenge
of sending these updates in a distributed topology is the lack
of a structure that can be used for transferring the update mes-
sages to the related areas. In order to deal with this problem,
we have devised a dual phase topology update mechanism
where the nodes are partitioned into two non-overlapping sets
referred to as Red and Black sets, where each is modified
in one of the update phases. The whole topology graph is
composed from red and black sub-graphs and these two sub-
graphs are kept up-to-date to support the greedy routing; i.e.,
they are DT. As a result, the main graph will also support
greedy routing. An example of the simultaneous red and black
graphs is shown in Figure 3. Each red and black set is able
to use the other set as its landmark in order to update itself.
As such, we color our nodes with Red and Black. Each group
generates and distributes its update messages with a T /2 time
shift with respect to the other group.

FIGURE 3. The red-black architecture.

Assume that red nodes send their location updates in times
0, T , 2T , ... and black nodes send their updates in times T /2,
3T /2, 5T /2, .... At the time of updates for red nodes, the red
graph has probably changed due to themovement of red nodes
and it might not support greedy routing anymore, causing
our general graph to fail to support greedy routing. However,
the good news is that the black structure, which has just
been updated (T /2 seconds ago), still supports greedy routing.
Of course, during this T /2 seconds, some of the black
nodes might have also moved from their previous locations;
however, the change of their positions has not yet been
announced. Considering the positions in the MMOG as vir-
tual concepts, the position change of the black nodes will take
effect upon their own update phase and can be ignored for
the update of the red graph. The same method will be used
during the update of black nodes, except that this time the red
structure is used as the reliable structure.
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These two sets can be selected arbitrarily, although uniform
distribution of red and black nodes in the plane can help
improve the convergence rate. A simple and practical method
can be the use of IP-addresses in the grouping process where
even and odd IP addresses are assigned to red and black
groups, respectively. The other issue that affects the perfor-
mance is that it requires the nodes to stay synchronized such
that their update procedure can run in a common time interval.
For MMOGs, we can use two synchronization schemes:
distributed synchronization via message exchange, and the
continuation of a global time. The former can introduce over-
head in terms of message complexity and time delay, thus
affecting players’ interactivity and game quality. Developers
can use the mechanism of a global time like Network Time
Protocol (NTP) which fits well in this environment, as it is
a protocol for synchronizing the clocks of computer systems
over variable-latency data networks. In the following section,
wewill discuss the updatingmechanism of our algorithm, and
mathematically prove its functionality.

V. RED-BLACK TOPOLOGY UPDATE
Through the rest of this section, without loss of generality,
we will explain the red group update phase, knowing that the
update phase for black nodes is similar. The algorithm used
in this update phase will allow the red nodes to exchange
their virtual location updates and then change the related red
subgraph so that it resumes supporting greedy routing. We
refer to this algorithm as the resumption algorithm. Next, we
describe this algorithm.

A. UPDATING RED STRUCTURE USING THE
BLACK GRAPH
At the beginning of the update phase, the red nodes announce
their new locations to their previous red neighbors. Therefore,
each node gets to know the new location of its old neighbors in
the red graph and uses this information to calculate its Vertex
Region. It should be noted that there is no single point where
all of the required information for checking the vertex regions
intersections is gathered. Instead, a distributed method is
exploited where the nodes in the black group collaborate in
order to calculate the intersections between the red vertex
regions. The specification of each VRR is sent to the black
nodes whose VRB have at least a point in common with
the VRR. Assume the case when a black node named vbj finds
a common point such as xbetween the two red VRRs where
x ∈ VRB(vbj ). The v

b
j will then notify one of the involved red

nodes to make a link with the other one. An example of this
scenario is presented in Figure 4.

Later we will refer to the desired set of black nodes for
every red node vri , the Black Parents (BP) of vri , where
BP(vri ) = {v

b
j |VRB(v

b
j ) ∩ VRR(vri ) 6= ∅}. The problem is

how to deliver the VRR(vri ) specifications to the members of
BP(vri ). This can be solved by first delivering the message to
one of nodes in BP(vri ) and then propagating it to the other
nodes of this set. We will discuss each of these two steps
separately.

FIGURE 4. The distributed method to checking intersections.

1) MESSAGE DELIVERY TO A MEMBER OF BLACK
PARENT SET
Stojmenovic et al. have investigated the solution to a problem
similar to this step [28]. Their problem was how to deliver a
message to a point whose location is not precisely specified;
instead it only needs to be located within a specified polygon.
Consider the first phase of our problem; i.e, the delivery of
VRR(vri ) to a member in BP(vri ). If v

r
i ∈ VRB(vbj ), it will be

clear that vbj ∈ BP(v
r
i ). Therefore, the first step would be the

delivery of this message to vbj . In order to do this, it is enough
for each red node to know the nearest black node to itself (so
called its black owner). During the red update period, each red
node encapsulates the specifications of VRR in a message and
sends this message to its previous black owner and asks the
black owner to return the message to it using the black graph.
As the black structure supports greedy routing, the packet will
reach the new black owner of the red node that is probably the
same as the current black owner.

2) BROADCAST OF THE MESSAGE AMONG THE
MEMBERS OF THE BLACK PARENT SET
When the message reaches the desired parent set, it should
be broadcasted to the other members of BP(vri ). It should be
noted that each black node only knows about its own VRB
and the location of its black neighbors. Upon the reception
of every new VRR specification by a black node, that black
node propagates the receivedVRR specification to every black
neighbor in the black graph whose VRB’s common side (or
point) has a nonempty intersection with the VRR encapsulated
in themessage (except the node that the message has just been
received from).
Theorem 3: Using the above method, the message encap-

sulating VRR(vri ) will be received by a black node vbj ,
iff vbj ∈ BP(v

r
i ).

Proof: The necessity condition is obvious referring to
the algorithm description. The sufficiency part can be proved
using contradiction. Suppose that there exists a black node
vbj ∈ BP(vri ) that does not receive the message. Figure 5
highlights the message in red and the black node in yellow.
Assume that S is the biggest connected subset of BP(vri )
that have not received the message and vbj ∈ S. Obviously,
1 ≤ |S|. Suppose that vbk is the black owner of the v

r
i . As each

VR is convex, if we draw a line from a point in VRB(vbj ) ∩
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FIGURE 5. Proof of Theorem 3: the message highlighted in red
will be received by the black node highlighted in yellow because
it satisfies the condition specified in theorem 3.

VRR
(
vri
)

to a point VRB(vbk ) ∩ VRR(vri ), all of points
belonging to this line should belong to VRR(vri ), as well.
If S has at least one side in common with VRBs of the nodes
that have received the message, that causes a conflict with the
assumption of S being the biggest possible subset, because we
can add another black node to S: the node from the side of vbj
such that the line passes through its black VRB to S.

It should be noted that that the locations of nodes in a
virtual environment is a virtual concept. As such, we keep
using the older red-black graph while one of the two subgraph
(red, in the case discussed in this section) is being updated.
After the update, the new virtual locations of the red nodes
will be considered in the new red-black graph. Therefore,
at all times, even when the red nodes were using the old
locations, the red-black graph is aDelaunay Triangulation and
thus provides guaranteed delivery of the routing messages.

B. TOPOLOGY REFINEMENT
Previously, we described our approach to delivering the
specification of VRR(vri )s to the members of BP(vri ) in
order for them to check the probable nonempty intersections
between VRRs. We have also mentioned that each black node
is responsible for finding VRR intersections happening inside
its VRB, and if it finds an overlap of two nodes between VRRs,
it will send a message to one of these pair requesting it to
consider the other red node as a neighborhood candidate.
After receiving this message, the red node will discover the
new set of red nodes and send a ‘‘Neighborhood Request’’
message to all those future neighbors.

Upon the reception of a new neighborhood requestmessage
at a red node vri , it draws the orthogonal bisector of line pass-
ing through it and the candidate. The red node will then add
the candidate to its neighbor set, iff this orthogonal bisector
has an internal intersection with VRR(vri ); i.e., there is a subset
of this VRR(vri ) that is closer to the candidate than to v

r
i . If this

condition is satisfied, the neighborhood request is granted and
VRR(vri ) will change to add the newVR(vri ) member to the pre-
vious subset. Therefore, some neighbors might be considered
as redundant in the newVRR(vri ). The redundant neighbors are

recognized according to the following criteria: the orthogonal
bisector of edges between the main node and the redun-
dant neighbors are located fully outside VRR(vri ) of the main
node. Therefore, deleting the edges between the main node
and the redundant neighbors will not affect VRR(vri ) of the
main node.
The good point is that it is not necessary to inform the other

end of an edge when the edge has been deleted. In order to
prove this claim, we refer to the definition of neighborhood
in the Delaunay Triangulation (and also any other undirected
graph) that is a mutual concept. Therefore, the neighborhood
possibility is enough to be checked from the viewpoint of
only one of the ends of an edge. Similarly, a redundant edge
is enough to be redundant from the viewpoint of both of its
ends.
The proposed algorithm needs to check the old mem-

bers of the neighbor set for possible redundancy upon the
joining of each new neighbor. Therefore, the complexity of
this algorithm is of O(n2). As the degree of the nodes in
a structured graph is usually small, the algorithm execution
won’t consume a considerable amount of processing power.
However, if the number of neighbors increases beyond a
certain threshold, it will be probably more rational to take
advantage of Fortune’s algorithm [29], designed for finding
the Voronoi Diagram for a set of points. The complexity of
Fortune’s algorithm is of O(nlog(n)), where n is the cardinal
of set of points. In this case, it is preferred to maintain all of
the candidates in a set and run the update algorithm only once
after the reception of all of these messages. The algorithm
will determine the Voronoi Cell of the main node, and the
neighbors set for the main node will then be defined as in
the Delaunay Triangulation case.

C. TOPOLOGY GRAPH CONSTRUCTION BASED ON
RED AND BLACK SUB-GRAPHS
We previously discussed the solution to the problem of updat-
ing the red graph using the greedy supporting black graph as
the reference. In this section, we will adapt this method for
use in the update procedure of the overall topology graph.
This can be achieved by a slight modification as described
in the following paragraph.
After receiving a new VRR(vri ), each black node vbj checks

whether the orthogonal bisector of the line drawn from vbj to
vri has an internal intersection with the specified VRR(vri ). If
so, vbj makes itself candidate as a neighbor of that red node in
the overall topology graph. Therefore, it sends neighborhood
request message to vri in which it includes its own location.
vbj re-computes its overall graph in the presence of vri as a
new neighbor. All the other details of the algorithm are sim-
ilar to the previously explained algorithm for red sub-graph
update.
It should be noted that the entry of a new node in the

network or departure of an existing node may temporarily
make a small part of the graph around the entering/exiting
nodes unable to support greedy routing. However, these new
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entries or exits will be taken into account in the next update
cycle and from there it resumes supporting greedy routing.

D. FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS OF THE ALGORITHM
We proposed a method to check the intersections of nodes in
both red and overall graphs, and adapted these graphs (con-
nect new links and maybe delete some old links) to support
greedy routing. As explained before, amessage containing the
specification of VR of node vri , VRR(v

r
i ) should be sent to the

black owner of vri where it will be sequentially broadcasted
to the other Black Parents of vri .

This algorithm can be further enhanced as follows: after the
reception of VRR(vri ), the black node v

b
j checks the overlap of

VRRs in VRB(vbj ). However, before propagating the message
to the other black owners of vri , v

b
j updates the received

VRR(vri ) and broadcasts this new VRR
(
vri
)
following the same

scheme. As the updated VRR(vri ) is relayed, the black parents
can work on the latest vertex region. The update in VRR(vri )
assumes that all new red candidates (found in vbj ) will finally
become neighbors of vri .

E. FUNCTIONALITY PROOF
According to theorem 1, VRR

(
vri
)
= VC(vri ) for every v

r
i in

the resulting structure.With this newmethod, in each step, the
new VRR

(
vri
)
will be a subset of the previous VRR

(
vri
)
that

still contains VC(vri ) that is supposed to be the final VRR
(
vri
)
.

Therefore, the newmethod checks for any probable nonempty
overlap of regions that is similar to final VRRs. At the final
stage of the algorithm, VRRs of the constructed red graph will
be separate sets. Therefore, the red graph will support greedy
routing according to theorem 2.

VI. CONSISTENCY ISSUES
In order to provide a criterion for consistency measurement,
we introduce a new term named location age. At each arbi-
trary instance of time, location age of a node is defined as
the time passed since the node has received the last loca-
tion update message from the other nodes. According to
this definition, an updating method is considered to be more
consistent iff it maintains a lower value on location age.
To evaluate this parameter, let us first consider a simple case
where all nodes send their information at times T× i for inte-
ger values of i. In each of these intervals [T × (i-1), T × i],
at each moment, the age of the information is a parameter t
between 0 and T which grows as we move forward in time,
until we reach the next update time. Thus, the average is∫ T
0 (N−1) t/T ·dt = (N−1)T/2, where N is the total number
of nodes.

The average for our proposed red-black algorithm is cal-
culated similarly but taking into account the fact that red
and black nodes send their updates with a T/2 time shift.
Here, the location age can be found as follows. If the total
number of red nodes is m, this parameter for the red nodes

would be:∫ T
2

0

(
(m−1) t+(N−m)

(
t+

T
2

))
/T · dt

+

∫ T

T
2

(
(m−1) t+(N−m)

(
t−

T
2

))
/T · dt = (N − 1)T/2

(1)

and for the black nodes, it would be:∫ T
2

0

(
(m)

(
t+

T
2

)
+(N−m−1) t

)
/T · dt

+

∫ T

T
2

(
(m)

(
t−

T
2

)
+(N−m−1) t

)
/T · dt=(N−1)T/2

(2)

Therefore, the expected location age for this method will still
be the same as that of the simple case. Hence, our change
in the method of sending location update messages does not
affect the consistency of the architecture.

VII. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR STATE MANAGEMENT
In the previous sections we described our proposed solution
and mathematically proved that it works; i.e., it can guarantee
to deliver update message between distributed players in a
timely fashion while dynamically updating its substrate to
support mobility and churn. However, in addition to players,
there are other objects in the scene that require update mes-
sages. For example, a table that lies in a room might change
position due to being kicked or moved. But unlike a player,
a table is not a node in the network. In this section, we discuss
how we perform state management for such objects.

A. CONNECTION TO NODES RESPONSIBLE FOR
OBJECTS IN AREA OF EFFECT
Non-player objects in the game require an owner to take care
of their state management while the owner is not necessarily
assigned in a fixed term basis, because the owner could
move far from the object due to mobility. In the approaches
proposed in [23], [25], and [30], the state of every object is
managed by the closest node and in case of a change in this
state, this node is responsible for sending the pertinent update
message to all nodes interested in the state of this object.
For example, [31] presents a two-fold approach for state
management in P2P virtual environments where a structured
overlay is used for object state management and a triangula-
tion overlay is used for avatar state and group membership
management. [32] presents a state management and persis-
tency architecture for P2P virtual environments called Pithos,
which is a group-based distance-oriented method that covers
both responsive storage system and the security aspects of
scalable distributed storage. While the above approaches lead
to good results, they are not optimized for our specific case
of Delaunay-based P2P overlays. The only exception is [33]
which also uses Delaunay-based P2P overlays and forms a
spanning tree to support event notification to peers positioned
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in the object’s area of effect. The spanning tree is constructed
based on reverse compass routing originally proposed for
geometric networks. But it is hard to predict the behavior of a
spanning tree in terms of hops and latency. On the other hand,
our approach takes advantage of greedy routing which is a
simple and fast routing process. In addition, we introduce new
techniques to reduce hop count by using a hybrid structure for
our state management.

If the peers are assumed to be the centers of Voronoi regions
in the Voronoi diagram, the closest node to each object is the
owner of the Voronoi region in which the object is located.
Therefore, the object can be managed by the node owning
the Voronoi region in which the object lies. In our proposed
approach, we build a DT substrate and use it for state greedy
routing, as show in the previous sections. Greedy routing over
a DT is guaranteed to deliver a message to the closest node to
the destination. Therefore, if node v desires to change the state
of object O which lies in the Voronoi cell of node u, node v
will send its request toward O using greedy routing. Being
routed over the DT substrate, the request will eventually reach
the closest node to O, i.e., node u. Therefore, the first part
of a state change is easily taken care of. Node u will then
process this request considering appropriate game logic and
this would probably result in a change in the state of objectO.
If so, node u has to announce this state change to all nodes
that are interested in the state of object O; i.e., nodes that
are in O’s area of effect. Such announcements can be done
using greedy routing over the DT substrate. Area of effect of
a node is usually considered to be circular [25]. However, the
more realistic view is to consider it a general area. Moreover,
the effect of probable obstacles in the virtual environment
should be taken into account. Generally, we can choose any
arbitrarily shape for the area of effect of each node, but we
can always assume that area of effect is a connected area.

B. STATE MANAGER RENEWAL
Another problem in state management is the possible change
in the state manager of an object due to the movement of
nodes. As the nodes move, state managers will also change.
A new manager should become aware of the existence of
an object and get its complete state. This problem can also
be solved using the greedy routing algorithm supported by
our proposed structure. At the end of each topology update
phase, each node checks to see if all of its previously relevant
objects are still in its Voronoi region or not. If an object has
moved out of its Voronoi region, it is no longer responsible
for state management of this object and the complete state
of this object should be sent to its new manager. This can
be accomplished by sending a message containing the state
towards the location of the object using greedy routing. Then
the message would get to the closest node to the object; i.e.,
the new state manager of this object.

VIII. DISTANT ROUTING
In environments such as MMOGs, messages are usually
desired to be sent to specific coordinates in space. But since

FIGURE 6. Routing from node s to node d.

greedy geometric routing takes only geographic information
into account, it can be subject to significant performance
degradation in the case of long distance connectivity in the
game. To explain this problem, consider Figure 6 and assume
that node s wants to send a message to node d (Figure 6
represents the location of nodes in the virtual environment).
Since the virtual distance between two nodes is not related to
the real delay of transferring a message between them (the
physical delay), it is more reasonable to use hop count as
a measure of delivery delay. Using geometric routing, the
message needs to go through a route like the exhibited path
in Figure 6 which consists of 16 hops. On the other hand,
if s knew the IP-address of d or a node in the vicinity of d ,
the message could be delivered by fewer hops. This is due
to the fact that, if IP address is known, the message can
be transmitted directly instead of going through the overlay,
facing shorter hop count.
To achieve this, we propose to add some shortcuts to

different regions in theMMOG through the use of super peers
or cloud servers assigned to each of the MMOG regions.
In particular, the participation of super peers as virtual nodes
that provide a sort of shortcut to the different regions of the
MMOG can be effective. Steiner et al. present a Delaunay
based overlay by inserting a small and bounded number of
additional links called shortcuts [34]. A peer can use its
shortcuts among the nodes that are physically close. Like
our proposed method, [34] can reduce the number of hops in
the overlay by augmenting the overlay with additional links.
However, [34] assumes peers are capable of inserting extra
links. Furthermore, this algorithm requires information like
peers’ physical location that could make its implementation
costly. For this purpose, we divide the environment into a
number of small partitions such as S1, S2, etc, and assign a
node vi to every Si as the representative of nodes in Si. If a
message is to be sent from node s to a distant node d , the
routing protocol can send the message to the representative
of the area where d lies. Greedy routing will then be used
within the partition to guide the message to d , as discussed
next.

A. PARTITIONING AND REPRESENTATIVE PLACEMENT
As just mentioned, we aim at portioning the virtual envi-
ronment into a number of regions where each region has a
representative. Generally speaking, area representatives can
be potentially chosen either from the peers in each partition,
referred to as super peers in P2P terminology, or a pool of
MMOG nodes including cloud servers. The actual selection
process of the super peer or the cloud server is beyond the
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scope of this article, and many techniques can be used for
this purpose [35], [36]. For simplicity, in this paper we refer
to both super peers and cloud servers as super peers.

To balance the load on super peers, it is desired to partition
the environment such that every division contains almost
the same number of nodes. This problem is known to be
intractable from theoretical point of view [37]. On the other
hand, since an exactly balanced partition is not so important
in this case, this can be accomplished roughly by partitioning
the environment with a small grid pattern, and then assigning
a number of adjacent boxes to each super peer such that the
number of assigned nodes is approximately balanced. The
grid pattern can be changed over time; we just need it to be
fixed for the duration in which we try to route some messages
via the super-peers in this grid. Since node locations are just
a virtual concept, we can do the computations of a new grid
without switching to it, and then, after the computation is
done, at an agreed upon time, all super-peers switch to the
new virtual locations of their representatives.

Along the process, the IP-address of super peers and
assigned partitions are shared among the super peers. In this
distant routing process, every super peer needs to be assigned
a virtual position as the representative of its area. If the super
peer is not a cloud sever, this virtual position is different from
the virtual location of the avatar pertinent to this peer and
therefore, the virtual position of every super peer would not
be changed by the movement of its related avatar. In fact, the
avatar can even be out the partition assigned to a super peer.

In the fully-distributed architecture, due to the natural
movement of nodes in the game, a specific point cannot
be selected to be the best position for the representative, as
the nodes in the partition may move away from this point
and gather around another point far from it. To mitigate this
problem, every super peer can use mi representatives instead
of a single one and uniformly distribute these representatives
in the assigned partition. This would increase the number of
connections to the super peer. However, as the typical node
degree inDelaunay Triangulation graph is around 5 to 7, super
peers are expected to have enough processing power to handle
these connections. Every super peer can adjust the relevantmi
number in its area considering communication capabilities
and number of nodes in the area. It is clear that increasing
mi would decrease the routing delay but increase the load on
the super peer. The representatives are randomly colored, red
or black, and their existence is announced in the next pertinent
structure update period.

B. MODIFIED ROUTING PROTOCOL
In order to explain the modified routing protocol for long dis-
tance messages, we describe the case where node s wants to
send a message to position d . Node s refers to a greedy radius
threshold in order to decide about the next routing hop. This
greedy radius can either be selected by every node according
to its range of interest, or it can be selected and advertised
by the super peers of each partition. The proper selection of
greedy radius depends on the application. If the distance from

s to d is less than the greedy radius of node s, the message will
be routed through simple greedy routing. Otherwise, node s
forwards the message to its own area representative, which in
turn forwards the message to the super peer belonging to the
partition in which d lies. Upon reception of this message, the
super peer uses normal greedy routing to deliver the message
to d . It can be observed that increasing greedy radius causes
the routing algorithm to converge to simple greedy routing
while decreasing this parameter will force the algorithm to
route most packets through super peers and would lead to
a larger load on the super peers. It should also be noted
that the proposed method does not have any effect on the
communication or computation load of the nodes as they only
need to know their own super peer. The super peers would
then deal with other partitions and their representatives. In
order to avoid the search query for finding the super peer,
another convention is to assign the super peer of a region to
be the node that is closest to the center of that region. When
a super peer moves away from the center or leaves the virtual
environment, the super peer task is handed over to the next
most eligible candidate. More details regarding super peer
selection can be found in [38].

IX. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results obtained
from MATLAB simulations of the proposed architecture.
The simulations are presented in two different subsections.
The first subsection presents the result of the experiments
with dynamics of the Red-Black Architecture, and the second
subsection demonstrates the results of the simulations of the
proposed distant routing structure presented in Section VIII.

FIGURE 7. Termination time of resumption algorithm versus
number of nodes.

A. RED-BLACK ARCHITECTURE
In the previous sections, we have argued and proved that after
completion of the resumption algorithm, the resulting graph
will support greedy routing. But, the question is how fast does
it come to completion? We have performed simulations for
various numbers of nodes that spread randomly in a specific
virtual area of [50× 50] units in the game. Round Trip Times
(RTT) are selected to be uniformly distributed in [100, 200]
ms interval. We also assumed that each node can move at
most one unit in an arbitrary direction in each simulation
step. We have plotted the average termination time of our
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algorithm versus the number of nodes in the game in Figure 7.
Termination time is defined as the time that the protocol takes
until all the messages in one update phase, say that of the
red nodes, have reached their respective destinations. That is,
after this time, there is no more communication happening for
the resumption algorithm of this phase. Naturally, this time
directly depends on the number of hops a message needs to
take before reaching its destination. As can be seen in the
figure, the number of nodes in the area has a slight effect on
the termination time of the proposed method. This could be
explained as follows.

FIGURE 8. Black nodes that receive VRR
(
vri

)
– the specification

message, the yellow points are previous position of red nodes,
and red and black points represent red and black nodes,
respectively.

As previously mentioned in Section V, every red node
sends specifications of VRR to its black owner. This message
will be then broadcasted to other black parents of this node.
In the improvement of the proposed method, we mentioned
that every black node will update the received VRR specifi-
cation before propagating the message to other neighboring
black parents. Therefore, when there exists a nonempty over-
lap between this VRR and some other VRR-s, we can roughly
say that the VRR will be cut from this side and thus, the
message will not be sent further in this direction. Assume
that we are considering the black nodes that receive VRR(vri )
specification (Figure 8). Therefore, it can be said that thisVRR
specification will be delivered only to those black nodes that
are black parents of vri corresponding to the final version of
VRR

(
vri
)
= VC(vri ). If red and black nodes are uniformly

distributed in the Euclidean plane, VC(vri ) will overlap with
around 4 to 8 black VRBs and thus the VRR(vri ) specification
will be delivered to nearly 4 to 8 black nodes. It can be argued
that the average degree of vertices in a DT graph is usually
in the range of 3 to 7, and with the increase in the number
of nodes in a specific area, this parameter does not change.
However, with this change, the average distance of neighbor
nodes; i.e., the length of edges will decrease. But, the length
of edges in graphs of MMOGs is just a virtual concept and is
not relevant to the real time of message transfer.

We have also demonstrated the overall number of mes-
sages sent for the resumption algorithm versus the number of
nodes, in Figure 9. As can be seen, the number of messages

FIGURE 9. The number of transferred messages versus number
of nodes.

sent in the resumption algorithm has an approximately linear
relation with the number of nodes; i.e., the average number
of messages transmitted by every node is almost constant.
This issue is similar to the previous one seen in algorithm
termination time. Hence, it can be concluded that the pro-
posed method is fully scalable, and increasing the number of
nodes does not affect its complexity. Therefore, it can be an
alternative to the centralized-only client-server architecture.

B. DISTANT ROUTING
In this subsection, we demonstrate the efficiency of our pro-
posed distant routing structure described in Section VIII. We
used 12000 virtual nodes (peers) uniformly spread over a
[1000(units)×1000(units)] area in the virtual space and simu-
lated the proposed routing for various combinations of num-
ber of super peers, number of representatives of each super
peer and greedy radius thresholds. For the sake of simplicity,
we assumed that all super peers use the same number of repre-
sentatives and all virtual nodes exploit an equal greedy radius
threshold. However, it should be noted that all of the previous
assumptions including the uniform distribution of nodes do
not affect the functionality of the proposed algorithm. In the
simulation, the nodes will constantly change their locations
by moving one step in a randomly selected direction during
each simulation step where the direction is derived according
to a uniform distribution.
As argued before, we use average hop count as a reasonable

criteria for assessing the performance. Therefore, we ignore
the conversion of the hop count to real delivery delay time
and hence we do not consider the possible effect of traffic and
congestion in the routing protocol delay. Virtual nodes gener-
ate packets with an arbitrary rate toward destinations selected
randomly in the area with a specific distribution intended to
resemble the real situation in virtual environments. As men-
tioned before, the information exchange and communications
of each peer is usually related to the perceptions of its avatar.
Therefore, the nodes have more tendency towards connecting
with closer neighbors and to send messages to nearer points.
To simulate this condition, nodes select destinations of their
generated packets with a distance distributed according to
gamma distribution, which is a general form of probability
distribution that has the flexibility to present a wide range of
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FIGURE 10. The average message delivery hop count versus
greedy radius threshold.

behaviors of probability distributions by changing its param-
eters. The probability density function of this distribution is
of the form:

fX (x; k, θ) = xk−1
e−x/θ

θk0(k)
for x ≥ 0 and k, θ > 0 (3)

where k and θ are two parameters named shape parameter
and scale parameter, respectively. We choose k = 3 and
θ = 50 as a pragmatic choice representing the conditions of
the game, since that choice means a given node will sendmes-
sages to closer nodes with higher probability and to farther
nodes with lower probability, which makes sense in a gaming
environment. Therefore, in our simulation, nodes choose the
destination of their packets with a distance selected according
to gamma distribution with k = 3 and θ = 50 and a uniformly
distributed angle. Using the above probability function, the
average hop count of message delivery versus greedy radius
threshold was simulated for various numbers of super peers,
as shown in Figure 10 and assuming that every super peer uses
only one representative. Considering our proposed routing
algorithm, it is clear that the delivery delay of simple greedy
routing can be obtained by setting the greedy radius threshold
to infinity. In this simulation, a radius of 1000 is equivalent
to infinity given the total size of the experiment. However,
as can be seen from Figure 10, with a radius as small as 500,
the hop count value converges already. Therefore, the average
message delivery hop count for simple greedy routing in this
experiment is about 13.32 hops.
As can be seen in Figure 10, using very small numbers of

super peers (9 super peers compared to 12000 nodes) would
not decrease the message delivery delay. This is due to the
fact that with such a small number of super peers, the size
of every partition would be very large and hence, the average
distance from even the closest super peer to destination would
be larger than the average distance from sender to destination.
However, this situation improves with increasing the number
of super peers. Using the proposed structure with 25 or more
super peers would lead to a far better performance compared
to simple greedy routing in terms of delay metric.

Another important point in Figure 10 is the relation
between message delivery delay and greedy radius threshold.
It can be seen that starting from a small (close to zero)

greedy radius threshold and increasing this radius, the average
delivery delay decreases until reaching a maximal point.
Further increase in the radius (from that maximal point on)
slightly increases the average delivery delay towards converg-
ing to the average message delivery delay of simple greedy
routing protocol.
This behavior can be easily explained. In the lower part

of the horizontal axis (small radii), we should increase the
greedy radius threshold to decrease the message delivery
delay. This is because of the larger distance from the sender
to the destination compared to the distance from the closest
super peer to the destination, and it means that it is better to
use the route through super peers for wider range of destina-
tions.
On the other hand, sending more messages using simple

greedy routing becomes more beneficial in the higher part
of the horizontal axis where the local tendency of nodes
dominates the presented effect of the first part.

FIGURE 11. The average message delivery hop count versus the
number of representatives.

We have also simulated the average message delivery
delay versus the number of representatives, used by a given
super peer, for different number of super peers, as shown in
Figure 11. In the figure, the beginning of each curve exhibits
the case with no representative, which is equivalent to the
simple greedy routing protocol. Therefore this point is inde-
pendent of the number of super peers and is common among
all curves.
For each simulation (each point on the curves), the greedy

radius threshold is set to the optimal value obtained by
experimental results, i.e., the value which leads to the lowest
possible message delivery delay. As can be seen from the
figure, increasing the number of the representatives of super
peers will decrease the average message delivery delay in an
exponential manner. The convergence point of all curves is
observed to be around 3 hop counts. This is due to the fact
that with a very large number of representatives, it would be
rational to always use the route through the super peers and
this route consists of 3 hops, one from the sender to the super
peer of the sender’s partition, one from there to the super ‘peer
of the destination’s partition, and one from this super peer
to its closest neighbor to the destination (note that the mes-
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sage should be delivered to the closest ordinary node to
the destination). The figure also shows the efficiency of the
proposed routing structure compared to the simple greedy
routing protocol. As can be seen, even in the presence of
a small number of super peers; i.e., 25 super peers (which
is about 0.2% of 12000 peers), and a moderate number of
representatives for each super peer (9 representatives), the
obtained average message delivery delay is about 60% less
than the simple greedy routing protocol. This can be com-
puted as follows: the first data point is with 25 super peers
and 0 representatives, which means with just greedy routing,
and there the hop count is roughly 13 (read from the leftmost
point on the lowest curve). The second data point is with
25 super peers and 9 representatives per super peer, and there
the hop count is roughly 5. The reduction from 13 to 5 is
(13-5)/13 = 0.61 ≈ 60%

X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Handling users’ mobility and churn is one of the most impor-
tant issues in the design of resilient distributed or hybrid
MMOGs. In this article, we proposed a solution for that
which benefits from greedy routing’s simple and fast routing
process, and we introduced a new distributed algorithm for
maintaining a greedy support graph among MMOG nodes,
which partitions the topology into two different parts where
each part is alternatively updated in one phase using the
other part as a reference. We also introduced new techniques
to reduce hop count by using a hybrid structure and also
proposed an infrastructure for state management. Simula-
tion results demonstrated the efficient performance of our
solutions.

For future work, the proposed routing scheme can be
further optimized to take load balancing and path cost into
account. Moreover, the optimal selection of super peers and
partitioning the virtual world for best routing and load balanc-
ing in the cloud are issues that warrant further studies. Finally,
evaluating our design using real world implementations or
actual network traces is an important future work that can help
us understand both the positive aspects and the shortcomings
of the proposal. That evaluation can take into account many
practical issues that are not considered in a simulation envi-
ronment, such as network congestion and actual link delays.
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